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Considered the “mad scientist of online recruiting” 
by his peers, Chris is an entrepreneur and former 
corporate recruiter based in Connecticut. When not 
writing, you might find him bass fishing from his 
kayak on the lakes & rivers of New England.

Follow Chris on Twitter
@ChrisRussell

https://twitter.com/chrisrussell


Over the past few years, the rise of sourcing candidates online has enabled employers everywhere to find talent on their own. Fueled 
by an influx of new tools, they’ve turned the internet into a giant resume database just waiting to be searched by you, the recruiter.

We at Jobs2Careers wanted to give you a simple guide to finding these tools. We crawled the web and came up with the top 26 sites, 
browser extensions and apps that will make you a better recruiter. Need a people search engine? 
We found it. Need an email finder? We’ve got that too.

For each tool we have provided a screenshot, pricing, and link to the product. 

Happy sourcing!

Directory

What’s Inside?

1 AngelList
2 Authentic Pros
3 Broadlook Diver
4 Connectifier
5 Hunter
6 Engage
7 Entelo
8 Hello Talent
9 HiringSolved

10 Intelligence Search
11 NetIn
12 OpenWeb (Dice)
13 PeekYou
14 Pipl 
15 Prophet
16 Rapportive
17 Recruit’em
18 ResumeGrabber

19 Rocket Reach
20 Search is Back
21 Sourcing.io
22 Spokeo
23 SwoopTalent
24 Talent Xray
25 Yatedo
26  Zoominfo



AngelList

Type: Website

Cost: Free

Link: https://angel.co/

01

The LinkedIn for startup people. Search and 
connect with tech company professionals.



Authentic Pros

Type: Website

Cost: Free

Link: https://authenticpros.com/

02

This is a free directory of hackers, designers, 
and software developers.



Broadlook Diver

Type: Software

Cost: Approx. $2k/year

Link: http://www.broadlook.com/
products/diver/

03

This comprehensive search tool uses the web to 
find candidates, then captures and downloads 
their information directly to your applicant 
tracking database.



Connectifier

Type: Website

Cost: Paid

Link: https://www.connectifier.com/

04

Search up to 450 million profiles, many of which 
come with emails. This tool also helps to increase 
your response rates. 



Hunter

Type: Chrome Extension

Cost: Free - $399/month

Link: https://hunter.io

05

Visit a site and get a list of contacts’ email 
addresses directly in your browser.



Engage

Type: Website

Cost: Paid (Free Trial)

Link: https://engagetalent.com/

06

Engage allows you to source from a live stream 
of over 100 million passive candidates, or 
upload your own to watch. Rooted in predictive 
analytics, this tool alerts you with real-time 
availability signals when a candidate may be 
ready for a new opportunity.



Entelo

Type: Website

Cost: Paid

Link: https://www.entelo.com/
outbound/

07

Source from over 300 million candidate profiles 
using this search engine with access to rich 
social data. See data aggregated from over 50 
sources across the web, giving you a holistic 
view of candidates. It also allows you to export 
to your ATS.



Hello Talent

Type: Chrome Extension

Cost: Paid

Link: http://www.hellotalent.com/

08

Enables you to add profiles from any website 
to your talent pool in just one click. Store social 
profiles as you browse the web.



HiringSolved

Type: Website

Cost: $149/mo. and up

Link: https://hiringsolved.com/

09

Helps you search millions of profiles and 
resumes across the web. Includes diversity 
search and other vertical filters.



Intelligence Search

Type: Chrome Extension

Cost: Free

Link: https://chrome.google.
com/webstore/detail/intel-
ligence-search/dipfggod-
cibdmflidbceoaanadclgomm

10

Searches Facebook profiles with 
great detail.



NetIn

Type: Website or 
Chrome Extension

Cost: Paid (Free Trial)

Link: https://netin.co/

11

A sourcing platform that enables recruiters to 
find the best talent by allowing them to search 
over 20 million profiles. The chrome extension 
displays a person’s phone/email while you 
browse LinkedIn.



OpenWeb (Dice)

Type: Website

Cost: Paid

Link: http://www.dice.com/prod-
ucts/open-web

12

Searches 18 million tech professionals across 
social media.



PeekYou

Type: Website

Cost: Free

Link: http://www.peekyou.com/

13

People search engine that collects and combines 
scattered content from social sites, news sources, 
homepages, and blog platforms to present 
comprehensive online identities.



Pipl

Type: Website

Cost: Free

Link: https://pipl.com/

14

People search through name, username, 
phone, or email.



Prophet

Type: Chrome Extension

Cost: Free

Link: https://chrome.google.com/
webstore/detail/prophet/
alikckkmddkoooodkchohe-
abgakpopmg

15

This people search tool uncovers more 
information about candidates, including emails, 
phone numbers, social profiles and more.



Rapportive

Type: Chrome Extension

Cost: Free

Link: https://chrome.google.com/
webstore/detail/rapport-
ive/hihakjfhbmlmjdnnhegi-
ciffjplmdhin

16

Displays your contacts’ LinkedIn profile in 
your email.



Recruit’em

Type: Website

Cost: Free

Link: https://recruitin.net/

17

A boolean search generator that creates boolean 
string searches for sites like LinkedIn, G+ and 
Twitter.



ResumeGrabber

Type: Software

Cost: $1,395/year

Link: http://www.egrabber.com/
resumegrabberjobsuite/

18

A resume import tool that allows you to quickly 
build a candidate pipeline of passive candidates 
from search engines, social networking sites and 
job boards.



Rocket Reach

Type: Website

Cost: $0 to $299/month

Link: https://rocketreach.co/

19

Lets you lookup email and phone numbers for 
250 million professionals.



Search is Back

Type: Website

Cost: Free

Link: https://searchisback.com/

20

Another Facebook search tool. Lets you filter by 
company, location and other settings.



Sourcing.io

Type: Website

Cost: $199/month

Link: https://sourcing.io/

21

Search 1 million software engineers in a targeted, 
searchable database that you can sort and filter.



Spokeo

Type: Website

Cost: $4.95/mo. to $13.95/mo.

Link: https://www.spokeo.com

22

This is a people search engine that searches 
publicly available data. Search by email, 
phone, etc.



SwoopTalent

Type: Website

Cost: Paid

Link: http://www.swooptalent.
com/social-talent-sourcing/

23

Boats 160 million searchable social profiles. Also 
integrates with your ATS for data mining for 
existing candidates.



Talent Xray

Type: App or Website

Cost: $2.99

Link: http://www.careercloud.
com/talent-xray/

24

Similar to Recruit’em, this app lets you enter 
keywords for sites like Linkedin & Twitter and 
searches those sites with a boolean string.



Yatedo

Type: Website

Cost: Free

Link: http://www.yatedo.com/

25

A free people search engine based out of France. 
Results may vary.



Zoominfo

Type: Website

Cost: Paid (Free Trial)

Link: http://www.zoominfo.com/

26

This B2B database allows you to search people 
or companies. Used mainly for sales prospecting, 
but also a good data source for recruiters.



Step 1
We import your jobs

Step 2
Set your price per application

Step 4
Pay only for completed applications!

How it works

Step 3
We programmatically distribute your jobs

Jobs2Careers: Innovating the way 
employers effectively find talent.

POST JOBS FOR FREE. pAY ONLY FOR APPLICATIONS.
Stop paying for clicks and start paying for applications with the leading programmatic marketplace. 
Jobs2Careers distributes your job to thousands of marketplace partners to get your job ads in front of 
the right job seekers. And you only pay for the applications you receive.

Request a DemoWhat Our Clients Say

http://www.jobs2careers.com/employers/resources/
http://www.jobs2careers.com/employers/

